
 

Suth Moot

These are the pages of the Shire of Krae
Glas, in the Kingdom of Lochac, a branch of
the Society for Creative Anachronism. These
are not official pages of the SCA, or the
SCAA (Inc), and do not delineate official
policy of these bodies.

present: Paul Harrison (Constable), Lillian Johnston (Web Mistress), Jennie Rosenbaum Keneally, Liam Keneally, Conrad Leviston
(Marshall), Margaret Rendell (Seneschal), Peter Ryan, Isyten, Anita Beissel
Possibly others but I forgot to note this - apologies.

Recent  issues
1) the minutes pencil is old
2) gauntlet tourneys mean heaps of bouts
3) tea takes precedence over council meeting
4) why is Peregrin wearing a t-tunic with PJ bottoms?

Seneschal's Report
Seneschal hasn't done anything, but thanks those present for stuff they have done, most recently on the KG present for Rodrigo &
Sara.
Jamie Le Rossignol has volunteered to be Deputy Seneschal. (Short discussion of tasks that could profitably be assigned to a Deputy
Seneschal, including 'Group Projects' coordinator.)

Reeve
Not present, but has reported that Kingdom tithes have been paid

Web Mistress
have reviewed some old pages to update where necessary. Points out we have NO UPCOMING EVENTS listed.

Marshall
Friday night training is continuing over the University break. 1 recent authorisation: Drogo by Everard. (Not KG people, but was
authorised at
Friday training)
Some light training has been happening.
Dance over Uni break: several have expressed interest, Arrowsreach have offered to host at their Monday meeting.

Constable
nothing to report - no events

Upcoming Events
We need some.
Bob and Kate Revel was going to be 19th August, Silk Road Event 18th November - neither look likely to go ahead on these dates.
Bob and Kate to move to 18th November, Silk Road to early 2007. Both autocrats encouraged to book venues, set firm dates, and
start
advertising soon.
Conrad wants to run an "Ivy Tournament"  Pas d'Arms (sp?). Tentatively set late April (Festival 2007 is early April).
Paperwork submitted for STTS2006/7. All decided bar final format for competitions; people are to think about what might be good
and we will finalise at July meeting.
Lillian points out it's been a while since we ran a Kingdom event. Suggests November Crown 2007 at Oakleigh Mechanics
Institute/Warrawee Park, has costings preliminarily worked out. Various people volunteer for roles, Lillian will put together as
formal bid proposal and distribute for comment.

Other Business
We made ~$40 selling food on Sunday of Stormhold Investiture weekend.
Reminder: Combined Cooks' Guild and Brewers, Vintners and Imbibers next Saturday at Kelley and Lillian's.
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